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C

lassification of microorganisms based on rRNA analysis has
shown that the majority of microbes present in nature have
no counterpart among previously cultured organisms (1–4).
Establishing the metabolic properties and potential of these
diverse organisms in the absence of pure culture presents an
immense challenge for microbial ecologists (5). Although 16S
rRNA studies combined with genomic analyses of naturally
occurring marine bacterioplankton suggested the existence of
metabolic functions (6, 7), a comprehensive understanding of the
physiology of these organisms, and of the complex environmental processes in which they engage, will undoubtedly require their
cultivation.
Conventional cultivation of microorganisms is laborious, time
consuming, and, most important, selective and biased for the
growth of specific microorganisms (8, 9). The majority of cells
obtained from nature and visualized by microscopy are viable,
but they do not generally form visible colonies on plates (9, 10).
This phenomenon may reflect the artificial conditions inherent
in most culture media (for example, extremely high substrate
concentrations or the lack of specific nutrients required for
growth). Thus, it was shown recently that previously uncultivable
microorganisms could be grown in pure culture if provided with
the chemical components of their natural environment (5, 11,
12). In addition, studies using modified media demonstrated the
recovery of organisms not previously identified in culture by
traditional cultivation methods (13, 14). Here, we describe a high
throughput cultivation method based on the combination of a
single cell encapsulation procedure with flow cytometry that
enables cells to grow with nutrients that are present at environmental concentrations.
Materials and Methods

Sample Collection. Water samples were collected in the Sargasso

Sea (31°50⬘N 64°10⬘W and 32°05⬘ N 64°30⬘W) at a depth of 3 m.
For each sample, a volume of 130 liters was concentrated by
tangential flow filtration. Soil samples were collected from
tropical forest (05°56⬘N 00°03⬘W) and (05°55⬘N 00°03⬘W) in
Ghana and combined in equal amounts. Cells were separated
from the soil matrix by repeated sheering cycles followed by
density gradient centrifugation (15).
Cell Encapsulation and Growth Conditions. Concentrated cell sus-

pensions were used for encapsulation. Cells were diluted in
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sterile filtered sea water for marine samples and PBS buffer (pH
7.2; GIBCO) for soil samples to a final concentration of 107 cells
per ml. Diluted cell suspensions (0.1 ml) were mixed with 0.5 ml
of preheated agarose (at 40°C; OneCell System). Cell agarose
mixtures were added into 15 ml of CellMix emulsion matrix
(OneCell System) and emulsified at room temperature for 1 min
by using the CellSys 100 microdrop maker at 2,200 rpm at room
temperature followed by a 1-min emulsifying step (2,200 rpm) on
ice. The oil-bacterial suspension was cooled with ice under
stirring for 6 min at 1,100 rpm. This procedure results in ⬇107
gel microdroplets (GMDs). Approximately 10% of formed
GMDs are occupied by a single encapsulated cell. Encapsulation
of single cells was monitored by microscopy. The GMDs were
dispensed into sterile chromatography columns XK-16 (Amersham Pharmacia) containing 25 ml of media. Columns were
equipped with two sets of filter membranes (0.1 m at the inlet
of the column and 8 m at the outlet). The filters prevented
free-living cells contaminating the media reservoir and retained
GMDs in the column while allowing free-living cells to be
washed out.
Media used for incubation of marine samples were: filtersterilized Sargasso Sea water (SSW); SSW amended with NaNO3
(4.25 mg兾liter), K2HPO4 (0.016 mg兾liter), NH4Cl (0.27 mg兾
liter), trace metals, and vitamins (16); SSW amended with amino
acids at concentrations between 6 and 30 nM (17) and marine
medium (R2A, Difco) diluted in SSW 1:100 (vol兾vol). Soil
extracts were prepared as described (18) and added to the media
at final concentrations of 25–40 ml兾liter in 0.85% NaCl (vol兾
vol). Media were pumped through the column at a flow rate of
13 ml兾h. GMDs were incubated in the columns for a period of
at least 5 weeks. Microcolonies that were sorted individually into
96-well microtiter plates were grown with marine medium (R2A,
Difco) in SSW or with soil extracts amended with glucose,
peptone, yeast extract (1 g兾liter), and humic acids extract 0.001%
(vol兾vol).
Flow Cytometry. GMDs containing colonies were separated from
free-living cells and empty GMDs by using a flow cytometer
(MoFlo, Cytomation). Precise sorting was confirmed by microscopy. To determine the minimal number of cells required for
encapsulation and detection by flow cytometry, a series of 1,000,
100, and 10 Escherichia coli cells obtained from liquid media
(expressing a green fluorescent protein, ZsGreen, CLONTECH) were individually encapsulated as described above.
Exact cell numbers of diluted cultures were determined by flow
cytometry and direct cell counts. Encapsulated cells were incubated for 3 h to form microcolonies within the GMDs. GMDs
were analyzed by flow cytometry and sorted.
Phylogenetic Analysis. Ribosomal RNA genes from environmen-

tal samples, microcolonies, and cultures were amplified by PCR
by using general oligonucleotide primers (27F and 1392R) for
the domain Bacteria. To avoid nonspecific amplification, PCR
reactions were irradiated with a UV Stratalinker (Stratagene) at
Abbreviations: GMD, gel microdroplet; SSW, Sargasso Sea water.
The sequences reported in this paper have been deposited in the GenBank database
(accession nos. AY162031–AY162125).
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The recent application of molecular phylogeny to environmental
samples has resulted in the discovery of an abundance of unique
and previously unrecognized microorganisms. The vast majority of
this microbial diversity has proved refractory to cultivation. Here,
we describe a universal method that provides access to this
immense reservoir of untapped microbial diversity. This technique
combines encapsulation of cells in gel microdroplets for massively
parallel microbial cultivation under low nutrient flux conditions,
followed by flow cytometry to detect microdroplets containing
microcolonies. The ability to grow and study previously uncultured
organisms in pure culture will enhance our understanding of
microbial physiology and metabolic adaptation and will provide
new sources of microbial metabolites. We show that this technology can be applied to samples from several different environments, including seawater and soil.

maximum intensity before template addition. After cloning
(TOPO-TA, Invitrogen), inserts were screened by their restriction pattern (restriction fragment length polymorphism) obtained with AvaI, BamHI, EcoRI, HindIII, KpnI, and XbaI.
Nearly full-length 16S rRNA gene sequences were obtained and
added to an aligned database of ⬎12,000 homologous 16S rRNA
primary structures maintained with the ARB software package
(www.mikro.biologie.tu-muenchen.de). Phylogenetic relationships were evaluated by using evolutionary distance, parsimony,
and maximum likelihood methods and were tested with a wide
range of bacterial phyla as outgroups (19). Hypervariable regions were masked from the alignment. The phylogenetic trees
(see Figs. 3–5) demonstrate the most robust relationships observed and were determined by using evolutionary distances
calculated with the Kimura 2-parameter model for nucleotide
change and neighbor-joining. Bootstrap proportions from 1,000
resamplings were determined by using both evolutionary distance and parsimony methods. Short reference sequences were
added to the phylogenetic trees with the parsimony insertion tool
of ARB and are indicated by dotted lines in the figures.
Results and Discussion
Seawater was collected from sites located in the Sargasso Sea.
Individual cells were concentrated from this seawater by tangential flow filtration and encapsulated in GMDs. Similar GMDs
have been used previously to grow traditionally isolated bacteria
(e.g., members of the genera Bacillus, Escherichia, and Pseudomonas) for screening purposes (20–23). In the work reported
here, we used GMDs and flow cytometry to isolate and culture
microorganisms from environmental samples in a high throughput manner. Our approach differs from standard limiting dilution culturing (24) and modifications thereof (11–13) in several
important respects. First, whereas each cell is encapsulated, all
of the encapsulated cells from the environment are cultured
together in a single vessel. This proximity simulates to some
extent the natural environment; because the pore size of the
GMD matrix is large, it allows the exchange of metabolites and
other molecules such as signaling molecules. The importance of
diffusing molecules produced by other microorganisms in enhancing culturability is gaining appreciation (5, 13). Second,
GMD culturing is performed in an open, continuously fed system
instead of a closed batch system which also helps simulate the
open condition of most natural environments. Third, our culturing approach is capable of extremely high throughput and can
be easily and inexpensively scaled to meet any downstream
characterization needs, including industrial-scale screening and
characterization platforms. Single encapsulated cells (see Materials and Methods) were transferred into chromatography columns (referred to henceforth as growth columns). Different
culture media selective for aerobic, nonphototrophic organisms
were pumped through the growth columns containing 10 million
GMDs (Fig. 1). The pore size of the GMDs allows the free
exchange of nutrients. The encapsulated microorganisms were
able to divide and form microcolonies of ⬇20–100 cells within
the GMDs. Based on their distinctive light-scattering signature,
these microcolonies were detected and separated by flow cytometry at a rate of 5,000 GMDs per second. The increase in
forward and side scatter was shown by microscopy to be directly
proportional to the size of the microcolony grown within the
GMD. This property enabled discrimination between unencapsulated single cells, empty or singly occupied GMDs, and GMDs
containing a microcolony (Fig. 2).
To determine the growth medium for a broad diversity of
organisms, four media were tested in the growth columns. After
5 weeks of incubation, 1,200 GMDs, each containing a microcolony, were collected by flow cytometry from each of the four
growth columns. A 16S rRNA gene clone library was generated
from each group of 1,200 microcolonies. From each group, 140
15682 兩 www.pnas.org兾cgi兾doi兾10.1073兾pnas.252630999

Fig. 1. Model of the experimental setup. Cells captured from environmental
samples were encapsulated into GMDs and incubated in growth columns
(phase I). GMDs containing microcolonies were detected and separated by
flow cytometry into 96-well microtiter plates containing a rich organic
medium (phase II).

randomly picked clones were analyzed by restriction fragment
length polymorphism analysis, and 50 clones were then sequenced. In diluted marine medium, only four bacterial species
were identified, belonging to the genera Vibrio, Marinobacter, or
Cytophaga, all common sea water bacteria that have been
cultivated previously (3, 9). The media containing amino acids
or inorganic minerals revealed slightly more diversity (12 different bacterial sequences from the amino acid supplemented
medium and 11 sequences from the inorganic medium). Filtered
seawater alone (taken from the original sampling site) yielded
the highest biodiversity (39 sequences of 50 clones analyzed),
with many different phylogenetic groups represented. These
results suggested that organisms capable of rapid growth outgrew their more fastidious neighbors in the presence of organicrich medium.
Growth columns were next inoculated with GMDs again
generated from samples obtained from the Sargasso Sea, but
now using only filtered sea water as growth medium. From each

Fig. 2. Discrimination among (a) free-living cells, (b) singly occupied or
empty GMDs, and (c) GMDs containing microcolonies was accomplished by
flow cytometry in forward and side light-scatter mode. (d–f ) Phase contrast
photomicrographs of separated GMDs containing microcolonies. (Bar ⫽
50 m.)

Zengler et al.

of two growth columns, 500 GMDs containing microcolonies
were sorted, and the 16S rRNA genes contained therein were
amplified by PCR. A 16S rRNA gene library (167 clones
analyzed) was also constructed from the original environmental
sample from which the microorganisms were obtained for encapsulation. Almost all (166 of 167, or 99%) of the environmental 16S rRNA sequences derived from the latter sample fell
within the nine common bacterioplankton groups (3). SAR11
was the most predominant group (28%), followed by sequences
within the Cytophaga–Flavobacterium–Bacteroides group (13%)
and the SAR116 clade (12%; ref. 3). In contrast, 16S rRNA gene
sequences obtained from the microcolonies reflected a broader
range of microorganisms (Fig. 3), with only 71 of 150 (47%)
sequences representing the same nine common bacterioplankton
groups. A number of GMD microcolony sequences fell into
clades, which contain no previously cultivated representatives
Zengler et al.

and could not be detected in the environmental gene library.
Three of the most notable examples, described in more detail
below, were clades affiliated with the Planctomycetes and relatives, the Cytophaga–Flavobacterium–Bacteroides and relatives,
and the alpha subclass of Proteobacteria (Fig. 4). Sequences
related to these groups were not detected within the environmental 16S rRNA gene clone library.
Five microcolony 16S rRNA gene sequences were related to
the Planctomycetales, one of the main phylogenetic branches of
the domain Bacteria (ref. 3; Fig. 4a). Sequencing of cloned rRNA
genes from marine environments had previously revealed several
new, apparently uncultivated phylotypes within the Planctomycetales (25–27). Many of these new phylotypes fall within a single,
highly diverse monophyletic clade that, before this study, contained no cultivated representatives. The five Planctomycetalesrelated microcolonies identified in this study form two separate
PNAS 兩 November 26, 2002 兩 vol. 99 兩 no. 24 兩 15683
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Fig. 3. Phylogenetic tree based on 16S rRNA sequences that were retrieved from GMDs obtained from the Sargasso Sea. Shown are groups of the alpha, beta,
gamma, and delta subclasses of Proteobacteria, as well as of the Cytophaga–Flavobacterium–Bacteroides and relatives (CFB) and Planctomycetes and relatives
(Plan).

Fig. 4. Phylogenetic analysis of 16S rDNA sequences from GMDs obtained from Sargasso Sea water. Nodes supported by bootstrap proportions ⬎90% in both
distance and parsimony analyses are shown as filled circles; open circles indicate ⱕ70% support. Scale bars (a– c) correspond to 0.10 substitutions per nucleotide
position. Dotted lines represent lineages added by the ARB parsimony insertion tool. (a) Planctomycetes and relatives. Verrucomicrobia and Chlamydiae
sequences were used as outgroups. (b) Cytophaga–Flavobacterium–Bacteroides and relatives. Chlorobiaceae sequences were used as outgroups. (c) Alpha
Proteobacteria. Gamma and beta Proteobacteria sequences were used as outgroups. (d) Phase contrast photomicrograph of strain GMDJE10E6.
(Bar ⫽ 10 m.)

lineages within this deep branching Planctomycetales clade. One
lineage, represented by sequences GMD21C08, GMD14H10,
and GMD14H07, was most closely related to 16S rRNA gene
clone sequences recovered from bacteria associated with marine
corals (84.9–89.2% similar; ref. 26). The second lineage, represented by GMD16E07 and GMD15D02, forms a unique line of
descent within this clade and is ⬍84% similar to all previously
published 16S rRNA gene sequences.
Two microcolony 16S rRNA gene sequences fell within the
Cytophaga–Flavobacterium–Bacteroides and their relatives (Fig.
15684 兩 www.pnas.org兾cgi兾doi兾10.1073兾pnas.252630999

4b). These two closely related sequences form a lineage within
a cluster of gene clone sequences from predominantly marine
and hypersaline environments (28–30). This cluster occupies one
of the deepest phylogenetic branches of the Cytophaga–
Flavobacterium–Bacteroides and relatives group; only the Rhodothermus兾Salinibacter lineage is deeper (29). Within this cluster,
the two microcolony gene sequences were nearly identical
(⬎99% similar) to environmental 16S rRNA gene clone sequences obtained from seawater collected off of the Atlantic
coast of the United States (30). Analysis of phase II cultures (Fig.
Zengler et al.

1) obtained from these sorted microcolonies revealed a culture
(strain GMDJE10E6) with an identical 16S rRNA gene sequence that reached an optical density (OD600) of 0.3 (Fig. 4d).
This result indicates that some of the microcolonies can grow
to high density when subsequently provided a high nutrient
medium.
A cluster of six microcolonies was recovered that was phylogenetically affiliated with a previously uncultivated lineage of
16S rRNA gene clone sequences within the alpha subclass of the
Proteobacteria (Fig. 4c). The microcolony sequences formed two
subclusters; one was closely related to two 16S rRNA gene clone
sequences recovered from marine samples taken from a coral
reef (95.1–98.6% similar), and the second was moderately
related to the same coral reef-associated environmental gene
clones (87.9–95.7% similar).
Thus, the application of this high throughput cultivation
method resulted in the growth and isolation of a broad range of
bacteria, including previously uncultured phylotypes (Fig. 3).
The GMDs likely permit the simultaneous and relatively noncompetitive growth of both slow- and fast-growing microorganisms in media with very low substrate concentrations, thereby
preventing overgrowth by the fast-growing microorganisms (the
‘‘microbial weeds’’; ref. 9). However, the most abundant microZengler et al.

organism in this sample based on environmental 16S rRNA gene
library (SAR11) could not be detected within the analyzed
GMDs. As demonstrated recently, a cultivated member of the
SAR11 clade was not able to grow above 20°C (M.R., unpublished results). The slightly elevated incubation temperature
(23°C) of the growth columns could have inhibited the growth
of members of the SAR11 clade. However, the broad range of
microorganisms cultivated within the GMDs might suggest that
we were able to recover less abundant members of the microbial
community more efficiently.
To test whether this high throughput cultivation method is
applicable to different environments, we applied the technology
to an alkaline lake sediment (Lake Bogoria, Kenya, data not
shown) and to a soil sample (Ghana). Microorganisms from the
soil sample were separated from the soil matrix, encapsulated,
and incubated in the growth column under aerobic conditions in
the dark. Diluted soil extract, obtained from the same sample,
was used as growth medium. The microcolonies were analyzed
by 16S rRNA gene sequencing. To cater for bacteria with
disparate growth rates, microcolonies were separated from the
growth column by flow cytometry at different time points. 16S
rRNA gene sequence analysis revealed that many phylogenetically different microorganisms could be cultivated within the
PNAS 兩 November 26, 2002 兩 vol. 99 兩 no. 24 兩 15685
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Fig. 5. Phylogenetic tree based on 16S rRNA sequences that were retrieved from GMDs obtained from a soil sample (Ghana). Shown are groups of the alpha,
beta, and gamma subclasses of Proteobacteria, as well as of Gram-positive bacteria. Cultures obtained in phase I (PI) are marked in red; cultures obtained in phase
II (PII) are marked in blue.

GMDs in phase I (Fig. 5). A number of microcolonies obtained
in phase I had low blast similarities (ⱕ96%) with 16S rRNA
genes from isolates in the database.
Physiological studies, natural product screening, or studies of
cell–cell interaction require the ability to grow microorganisms
to a certain cell mass. Therefore, we designed experiments to
determine whether these microcolonies are able to serve as
inocula for larger scale microbial cultures (Fig. 1, phase II).
Encouragingly, earlier microscopic analysis had revealed that
encapsulated bacteria could indeed grow out of GMDs when
provided with a rich supply of nutrients. A total of 960 microcolony-containing GMDs from the Ghana soil sample, each
derived from a single organism, were individually sorted into
96-well microtiter plates filled with organic rich medium (Fig. 1,
phase II). The 960 cultures were analyzed for growth by measuring optical densities (OD600). After 1 week of incubation, 67%
of the cultures showed turbidity above OD 0.1, corresponding to
at least 107 cells per ml. Cell densities were high enough to permit
the detection of antifungal activity among some of the cultures
(data not shown). To analyze the diversity within these cultures
in more detail, 100 randomly picked cultures were analyzed by
16S rRNA gene sequencing, revealing many different species
(Fig. 5). The remaining 33% of the cultures that did not grow to
measurable densities (⬍106 cells per ml) showed bacterial
growth when assessed microscopically. This result is consistent
with recent reports indicating that certain bacteria do not grow
to cell densities ⬎106 cells per ml (12).
To maintain and access microcolonies for physiological studies, we evaluated the minimal number of cells required for
passaging by reencapsulation and detection by flow cytometry.
Flow cytometry analysis of 1,000 and 100 individually encapsulated cells resulted in the detection of 360 and 15 microcolonies,
respectively. Even when using cultures comprising just 10 bacterial cells, this method allowed recovery of, on average, one
viable bacterial culture. This experiment demonstrates that it is
possible to transfer, and therefore maintain, a culture of 100 cells
derived directly from a microcolony.
GMDs separate microorganisms from each other while still
allowing the free flow of metabolites and signaling molecules

between different microcolonies. Therefore, this method might be
applicable for the analysis of interactions between different organisms under in situ conditions, for example by inserting the encapsulated cells back into the environment (e.g., the open ocean). The
simultaneous encapsulation of more than one cell (prokaryotic as
well as eukaryotic) into one GMD might also be used to mimic
conditions found in nature, allowing analysis of cell–cell interactions. Another advantage of this technology is the very sensitive
detection of growth. This high throughput cultivation method
allows the detection of microcolonies containing as few as 20–100
cells. Nutrient-sparse media, such as sea water, were sufficient to
support growth, and yet their carbon content was low enough to
prevent ‘‘microbial weeds’’ from overgrowing slow-growing microorganisms. We have demonstrated that this technology can be used
to culture thus far uncultivated microorganisms. The microcolonies
obtained can be used as inocula for further cultivation. In addition,
we believe that the new cultivation approach described can be
extended to many other physiological and environmental conditions. For example, we have found that encapsulated cells of
Methanococcus thermolithotrophicus can grow and form microcolonies within GMDs when incubated under strictly anaerobic conditions. In combination with rRNA analysis and mixed organism
recombinant screening approaches (31, 32), this technology should
permit a more complete understanding of unexplored microbial
communities. It should find applications in environmental microbiology, whole cell engineering, and drug discovery. The combination of cultivation with direct DNA amplification from microcolonies will contribute to a broader understanding of microbial
ecology by linking microbial diversity with metabolic potential.
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